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The characteristic spectrum of the tangent map of a differential system is determined
by using qualitative functions and ergodic measures over the bundle of orthonormal
n-frames. The characteristic spectrum of the parallelotope cocycle of a differential
system is determined by using a qualitative function and ergodic measures over the
state manifold.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LEMMAS
We denote by Mn a compact, smooth n-dimensional Riemannian manifold
and by S a C 1 differential system, or other words, a C 1 vector field on Mn.
S then (as usual) induces a one-parameter transformation group
,t : Mn  Mn, t # R on the state manifold and a one-parameter transforma-
tion group 8t=d,t : TM n  TM n, t # R on the tangent bundle. Let u be a
nonzero vector in the tangent space TxMn at some state point x # M n.
Then the behavior of *t(x)=&8t(u)&&u&, i.e., whether *t(x) oscillates or
the Lyapunov exponent
lim
t  \
1
t
log *t(x)
\or limt  +
1
t
log *t(x), lim
t  &
1
t
log *t(x), respectively+
exists, is crucial when we discuss the characteristic spectrum, by that we
mean a collection of Lyapunov exponents of tangent vectors over a total
measure subset of Mn.
The Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem of Oseledec [5] asserts that over a
total measure set all Lyapunov exponents exist and can be well arranged
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corresponding to Lyapunov splitting of the tangent bundle. Among significant
work on this subject are consecutive papers of Pesin [6] and Mane [4]
and alternative proofs of Ruelle [7] and Liao [1] for the basic important
theorem.
In 1963 when Liao gave an anticipatory proof of the Multiplicative Ergodic
Theorem, a set of functions |k(:), k=1, 2, ..., n on the bundle of orthogonal
frames were introduced [1]. These functions play an important role in Liao
theory of obstruction sets and the standard system of differential equations
and its application for, say, a solution to stability conjecture for diffeo-
morphisms of dimension 2 and vector fields of dimension 3 [2]. We call
these functions qualitative functions for convenience. In the present paper
we determine the characteristic spectrum for a differential system by
integrals of the qualitative functions |k(:), k=1, 2, ..., n with respect to
ergodic measures over the bundle of orthonormal n-frames, where n is the
dimension of state manifold M n. This result was first proved by Liao in
1992 (Ref. [3, Theorem A, Theorem 5.1, Lemmas 5.75.9]). In Section 2
we will give another more direct proof of the result. Following the technique
of this proof we will in Section 3 define a qualitative function |(x) on M n
and determine the characteristic spectrum of n parallelotope cocycle by
integrals of the qualitative function |(x) with respect to ergodic measures
over the state manifold.
Fix some integer l, 1ln. Construct a bundle Ul=Ux # M nUl(x) of
l-frames, where the fiber over x is
Ul(x)=[(u1 , u2 , ..., ul) # Tx Mn_TxMn_ } } } _Tx Mn | u1 , u2 , ..., ul
are linearly independent vectors].
Let pl : Ul  Mn denote the bundle projection. Write projk: Ul  TM n for
the map which sends : # Ul to the k th vector in :. The vector field S then
induces a one-parameter group, which we denote (with the same notation
as the tangent map for the sake of simplicity) by 8t , t # R, namely,
8t(u1 , u2 , ..., ul)=(d,t(u1), d,t(u2), ..., d,t(ul)).
For :=(u1 , u2 , ..., ul) # Ul and a nondegenerate l_l matrix A=(aij) we
write
: b A=\ :
l
i=1
a i1ui , :
l
i=1
a i2 ui , ..., :
l
i=1
a ilui+ .
Then 8t(: b A)=8t(:) b A. By the GramSchmidt orthogonalizing process
there exists a unique triangular matrix 1(:) with diagonal elements 1 and
with elements 0 below its diagonal such that : b 1(:) is orthogonal.
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Construct a bundle Fl=Ux # M n Fl(x) of l-orthogonal frames, where the
fiber over x is
Fl(x)=[(u1 , u2 , ..., ul) # Ul(x) | (u i , uj) =0, 1i{ jl].
The bundle projection is given by ql= pl | Fl . The vector field S then
induces a one-parameter transformation group
/t : Fl  Fl , : [ 8t(:) b 1(8t(:)).
If we define ?: Ul  Fl by : [ : b 1(:) then /t(:)=?8t(:).
Construct a bundle F*l =Ux # Mn F
*
l of orthonormal l-frames, where
the fiber over x is
F*l (x)=[(u1 , u2 , ..., ul) # Fl(x) | &u i&=1, i=1, 2, ..., l].
Then F*l is a compact metrizable space. Let ?
* : Fl  F
*
l be given by
?*(u1 , u2 , ..., ul)=\ u1&u1& ,
u2
&u2&
, ...,
ul
&ul &+ .
Setting /*t =?
* b (/t | F*l ) for t # R, we get a one-parameter transforma-
tion group /*t : F
*
l  F
*
l , t # R. Let q
*
l =ql | F
*
l , then q
*
l is the bundle
projection. The following commutable properties hold clearly:
ql b /t=,t b ql , q*l b /
*
t =,t b q
*
l , /
*
t b ?
*=?* b /t .
For : # Fl let ‘:k(t)=&projk /t(:)&, k=1, 2, ..., l. Then clearly ‘:k(t)>0
for any : # Fl , t # R.
Definition 1.1 [1]. For each k=1, 2, ..., l we call
|k : Fl  R, |k(:)=
d‘:k(t)
dt } t=0
a qualitative function over the bundle of orthogonal l-frames and call
|k |F*l a qualitative function over the bundle of orthonormal l-frames.
From the above definition it is easy to see that |k(:) is continuous and
|k(/t(:))=d‘:k(t)dt and |k(/*t (:))=(1‘:k(t)(d‘:k(t)dt). So, Lemma 1.1
is clear.
Lemma 1.1. For : # F*l , log ‘:k(T )=
T
0 |k(/
*
t (:)) dt; k=1, 2, ..., l.
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Lemma 1.2 [2, Theorem 1.3.1]. For an ergodic measure + on F*l we set
V+(F*l , /
*
t )={: # F*l } limT  \
1
T
log ‘:k(T )=| |k d+, i=1, 2, ..., l= ,
then +(V+(F*l , /
*
t ))=1 and /
*
t (V+(F
*
l , /
*
t ))=V+(F
*
l , /
*
t ), t # R.
2. CHARACTERISTIC SPECTRUM FOR TANGENT MAPS
A point x # Mn is regular if the set 7(S, x) of all Lyapunov exponents,
being arranged according to Lyapunov splitting (see [5] for more details),
exists at x with respect to the tangent map 8t=d,t induced by the vector
field S. We refer to the collection
[7(S, x) | x is a regular point]
as the characteristic spectrum of the differential system S. In this section we
discuss this spectrum.
We denote by E(F*n , /
*
t ) the set of ergodic /
*
t -invariant probability
measures on F*n and by E(M
n, ,t) the set of ergodic ,t-invariant prob-
ability measures on Mn. For a set of qualitative functions |1 , |2 , ..., |n as
in Definition 1.1 and for + # E(F*n , /
*
t ) we define %k (+)= |k d+.
Lemma 2.1. For any given + # E(F*n , /
*
t ) and any permutation
#: [1, 2, ..., n]  [#(1), #(2), ..., #(n)]
there exists +~ # E(F*n , /
*
t ) such that q
*
n*(+~ )=q
*
n*(+) and %#(k)(+~ )=%k (+)
for any k=1, 2, ..., l.
Proof. This is a slightly modified version of [3, Theorem 4.1].
Theorem 2.2. For & # E(Mn, ,t) there exists W/M n such that
(1) &(W )=1 and ,t(W )=W, \t # R; and
(2) for each x # W,
7(S, x)=[%k (+) | + # E(F*n , /
*
t ), q
*
n*(+)=&, k=1, 2, ..., n],
where n denotes the dimension of the state manifold Mn.
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Proof. It is not difficult to show that E(Mn, ,t)=q*n*E(F
*
n , /
*
t ). So
there is a + # E(F*n , /
*
t ) so that &=q
*
n*(+). We need to deal with two
cases.
Case A. Suppose there exist 1mn and distinct measures +1 , +2 , ..., +m
# E(F*n , /
*
t ) with q
*
n*(+j)=&, j=1, 2, ..., m so that
[%i (+j) | i=1, 2..., n; j=1, 2, ..., m]=[*1 , *2 , ..., *n],
where *1 , *2 , ..., *n are distinct.
In this case there exist, by Lemma 2.1, +~ 1 , +~ 2 , ..., +~ n # E(F*n , /
*
t ) such
that %1 (+~ k)=*k , k=1, 2, ..., n. Define
Q+~ k(F
*
n , /
*
t )={: # F*n } limt  
1
t |
t
0
f (/*t (:)) ds=| f d+~ k , f # C(F*n , R)=
and W=nk=1 q
*
n Q+~ k (F
*
n , /
*
t ). It is easy to show that &(W )=1 and
,t(W )=W, \t # R.
For x # W, choose :k=(uk1 , u
k
2 , ..., u
k
n) # Q+~ k(F
*
n , /
*
t ) with
x=q*n (:
k), k=1, 2, ..., n.
If we denote by /(uki , x) the Lyapunov exponent for u
k
i at x with respect
to the tangent map d,t(x)=8t(x), then, by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2
/(uk1 , x)= lim
T  
1
T
log &8T (x) uk1 &= lim
T  
1
T
log &proj1 /T (:k)&
= lim
T  
1
T
log ‘: k1 (T )= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
|1(/*t (:
k)) dt
=| |1 d+~ k=%1 (+~ k)=*k , k=1, 2, ..., n.
At x with respect to tangent map there are at most n different Lyapunov
exponents, which we have shown can be denoted by %1 (+~ k). Therefore
7(S, x)/[%k (+) | + # E(F*n , /
*
t ), q
*
n*(+)=&, k=1, 2, ..., n].
Suppose Card[ %k (+) | + # E(F*n , /
*
t ), q
*
n*(+)=&, k=1, 2, ..., n]>n,
then by Lemma 2.1 there exist + 1 , + 2 , ..., + n+1 # E(F*n , /
*
t ) which cover
the measure & and safisfy %1 (+ i){%1 (+ j), 1i{ jn+1. So at some point
x # n+1k=1 q
*
n Q+k(F
*
n , /
*
t ) we get n+1 distinct Lyapunov exponents
%1 (+1), %1 (+2), ..., %1 (+n+1),
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a contradiction. Therefore in Case A we get
7(S, x)=[%k (+) | + # E(F*n , /
*
t ), q
*
n*(+)=&, k=1, 2, ..., n].
Case B. Suppose there is some m<n such that
[%k (+) | + # E(F*n , /
*
t ), q
*
n*(+)=&, k=1, 2, ..., n]=[{1<{2< } } } <{m].
There exist, by Lemma 2.1, +1 , +2 , ..., +m # E(F*n , /
*
t ), q
*
n*(+k)=&, such
that %1 (+k)={k , k=1, 2, ..., m. Define
Q+k(F
*
n , /
*
t )={: # F*n } limT  
1
T |
T
0
f (/*t (:)) dt=| f d+k , f # C(F*n , R)=
and
W= ,
m
k=1
q*n Q+k(F
*
n , /
*
t ).
It is easy to see that &(W )=1 and ,t(W )=W, \t # R.
For x # W we take and fix :k=(uk1 , u
k
2 , ..., u
k
n) # Q+k(F
*
n , /
*
t ) with
x=q*n (:
k), k=1, 2, ..., m. We can get, as in Case A, /(uk1 , x)={k and thus
[{1<{2< } } } <{m]/7(S, x).
Suppose * is a Lyapunov exponent at x different from {k for any
k=1, 2, ..., m. Take and fix :=(u1 , u2 , ..., un) # Q+1(F
*
n , /
*
t ) with x=q
*
n (:).
There exists a minimal index i0 such that *=limt   (1t) log &8t(ui0)&. From
the assumption for *{{k we see i0>1. Note (proj1 /*t (:), proj2 /
*
t (:), ...,
projn /*t (:)) is an orthonormal frame on the tangent space T,t(x)M
n and,
(8t(ui0), projj /
*
t (:))=0 for any j=i0+1, ..., n. We can represent 8t(ui0)
&8t(ui0)& as
8t(ui0)
&8t(ui0)&
=a1(t) proj1 /*t (:)+a2(t) proj2 /
*
t (:)+ } } } +ai0(t) proji0 /
*
t (:),
where |ak(t)|1, for any k=1, 2, ..., i0 . Let us suppose that
lim supt   |ai0(t)|>0. Note that a i0(t) &8t(ui0)& proji0 /
*
t (:) and
proji0 /t(:) express the same projection of 8t(u i0) on the direction deter-
mined by proji0 /
*
t (:), thus |ai0(t)| &8t(ui0)&=‘:i0(t). Therefore
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/(ui0 , x)= limt  
1
t
log &8t(ui0)&=lim sup
t  
1
t
log &8t(ui0)&
=lim sup
t  
1
t
log |ai0(t)|
&1+lim sup
t  
1
t
log ‘:i0(t)
= lim
t  
1
t
log ‘:i0(t)= limt  
1
t |
t
0
|i0(/
*
s (:)) ds=| |i0 d+={k
for some k=1, 2, ..., m, a contradiction.
For the case lim supt   |ai0(t)|=0, * coincides with the Lyapunov
exponent of ui for some i<i0 . By the choice of i0 , * then coincides with
some {k , a contradiction. Consequently we get [{1<{2< } } } {m]= (S, x).
3. CHARACTERISTIC SPECTRUM OF
PARALLELOTOPE COCYCLES
In this section we use the notions and techniques in the previous sections
to define a parallelotope cocycle for a differential system and discuss its
characteristic spectrum.
Lemma 3.1. Let x # M n and :, ; # F*n (x). Then
‘:1(t) ‘:2(t) } } } ‘:n(t)=‘;1(t) ‘;2(t) } } } ‘;n(t), \t # R.
Proof. For !=(u1 , u2 , ..., un)/TxMn, there exists a n_n matrix A
such that !=: b A. Define V(!)=|det A|. Then V(!) is independent of the
choice of orthonormal frame :. In fact, if !=; b B and ;=: b C, then
CB=A. Now that C, as a transformation matrix between orthonormal
frames : and ;, has determinate +1 or &1, we see that |det A|= |det B|.
When ’=!D it is easy to see that V(’)=V(!) |det D|.
Now that ;=:C, 8t(;)=8t(:)C and thus V(8t(;))=V(8t(:)) |det C|
=V(8t(:)). Since /t(:)=8t(:) 1(8t(:)) and /t(;)=8t(;) 1(8t(;)), where 1,
by the GramSchmidt orthogonalizing process, is a triangular matrix with
diagonal elements 1 and with elements 0 below its diagonal and thus
satisfies |det 1|=1. So V(/t(:))=V(8t(:)) and V(/t(;))=V(8t(;)). As a
result
V(/t(:))=V(8t(:))=V(8t(;))=V(/t(;)),
which implies the equality
‘:1(t) ‘:2(t) } } } ‘:n(t)=‘;1(t) ‘;2(t) } } } ‘;n(t), \t # R.
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Definition 3.1. ‘: Mn_R  R, ‘x(t)=‘:1(t) ‘:2(t) } } } ‘:n(t), \: # F*n (x)
is called an n-parallelotope cocycle.
Thus, ‘ is well-defined by Lemma 3.1. We offer the notion cocycle for ‘
because of the following Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.2. For x # Mn and s, t # R we have ‘x(s+t)=‘x(s) ‘,s(x)(t).
Proof. If : # F*n (x) then /
*
s (:) # F
*
n (,s(x)). So by Lemma 3.1
‘x(s)=‘:1(s) } } } ‘:n(s)
‘,s(x)(t)=‘/ s* (:)1(t) } } } ‘/ s* (:)n (t).
Note
‘/ s* (:)k(t)=&projk /t(/
*
s (:))&
="projk \proj1 /t(/*s :), ..., projk /s+t(:)‘:k(s) , ..., projn /t(/*s :)+"
=
&projk /s+t(:)&
‘:k(s)
=
‘:k(t+s)
‘:k(s)
,
we get
‘x(t+s)=‘:1(t+s) } } } ‘:n(t+s)
=‘:1(s)‘/s* (:)1 (t) } } } ‘:n(s) ‘/s* (:)n (t)
=[‘:1(s) } } } ‘:n(s)] } [‘/ s* (:)1(t) } } } ‘/ s* (:) n (t)]
=‘x(s) } ‘,s(x)(t).
Lemma 3.3. For any x # Mn and :, ; # F*n (x), 
n
k=1 |k(:)=
n
k=1 |k(;).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 nk=1 log ‘:k(t)=
n
k=1 log ‘;k(t) and thus
:
n
k=1
d
dt
log ‘:k(t)= :
n
k=1
d
dt
log ‘;k(t).
Now that
|k(/*t (:))=|k \proj1 /*t (:), ..., projk /t(:)‘:k(t) , ..., projn /*t (:)+
=
1
‘:k
|k(/t(:))=
1
‘:k(t)
d‘:k(t)
dt
=
d
dt
log ‘:k(t),
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so
:
n
k=1
|k(/*t (:))= :
n
k=1
|k(/*t (;)),
and thus by letting t=0
:
n
k=1
|k(:)= :
n
k=1
|k(;).
Definition 3.2. We call |: Mn  R, |(x)=nk=1 |k(:) for any : # F
*
n (x)
a qualitative function of state manifold.
Corollary. log ‘x(T )=T0 |(,t(x)) dt \x # M
n and t # R.
Proof. Let : # F*n (x) then /
*
t (:) # F
*
n (,t(x)). Since, as in the proof of
Lemma 3.3,
|k(/*t (:))=
1
‘:k(t)
|k(/t(:))=
1
‘:k(t)
d‘:k(t)
dt
and ‘:k(0)=1, then log ‘:k(T )=T0 |k(/
*
t (:)) dt. So by Lemma 3.1,
log ‘x(T )=log ‘:1(T )+log ‘:2(T )+ } } } +log ‘:n(T )
=|
T
0
[|1(/*t (:))+|2(/
*
t (:))+ } } } +|n(/
*
t (:))] dt
=|
T
0
|(,t(x)) dt.
Theorem 3.1. For a given & # E(Mn, ,t), there exists a subset W of M n
such that
(1) &(W )=1 and ,t(W )=W, \t # R; and
(2) limT   (1T ) log ‘x(T )= | d&, \x # W.
Proof. There exists + # E(F*n , /
*
t ) such that &=q
*
n*(+). Let
W=q*n Q+(F
*
n , /
*
t ),
where
Q+(F*n , /
*
t )={: # F*n } limT 
1
T |
T
0
f(/*t (:)) dt=| f d+, \f # C(F*n , R)= .
Then &(W )=1 and ,t(W )=W, \t # R.
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For x # W take and fix by Lemma 1.2 some : # Q+(F*n , /
*
t ) such that
lim
T  
1
T
log ‘:k(T )=| |k d+ for k=1, 2, ..., n.
Then
lim
T  
1
T
log ‘:1(T ) ‘:2(T ) } } } ‘:n(T )=| (|1+|2+ } } } +|n) d+,
which implies, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3,
lim
T  
1
T
log ‘x(T )=|
Fn
*
(|1+ } } } +|n) d+=|
M n
|q*n d+=|
Mn
| d&.
Corollary. Let the one parameter transformation group ,t: M n  M n
induced from a differential system S be uniquely ergodic, namely, there exists
only one invariant measure +. Then /(x)=/( y), \x, y # Mn, where /(x)
denotes the Lyapunov exponent of the n-parallelotope cocycle at x.
Proof. From the unique ergodicity it is easy to show for any f # C(Mn, R)
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
f (,t(x)) dt=| f d+, \x # M n.
This equality is also true for the function | because of its continuity. So,
by Lemma 3.3, we get
lim
T  
1
T
log ‘x(T )= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
|(,t(x)) dt=| | d+,
which implies that different state points, x, y # Mn, share the same Lyapunov
exponent  | d+ with respect to the n-parallelotope cocycle.
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